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1 IntrodutionThis manusript ontains a brief introdution to the use of the software pak-age Gauss.1 Gauss is a statistial pakage used for statistial and eono-metri purposes and is best suited for data analysis, estimation, testing,foreasting, simulation as well as professional quality data graphing. Thesenotes are intended to be supplementary to the oÆial Gauss manuals andto show some of the basi priniples of programming using a matrix languagerather than being an exhaustive presentation of the possibilities o�ered byGauss. Only some of the most fundamental parts of Gauss are explainedherein. For a detailed presentation of the numerous possibilities o�ered byGauss we advise the student to read the orresponding setion of the Gaussmanuals. Volume 1 of the manual (System and Graphis manual) treats alltopis related to the Gauss system and the Graphis Interfae. Volume 2of the manual (Command Referene manual) provides a useful indexed om-mand referene guide. It is important to understand that the urrent notesare not suÆient to work eÆiently in Gauss nor are they aimed to pro-vide an alternative to a areful use of the manual and the referene guide onwhih these notes are entirely based. Also, when using partiular appliationmodules (see below), it is important to study arefully the orrespondingreferene manual.Gauss is a programming language designed to operate with and on ma-tries. In omparison to other popular pakages used in statistis and eono-metris suh as rats, mirotsp, sas, spss, pgive, mirofit, et., Gaussis haraterized by its extreme exibility enabling the user to handle bothnon-standard and standard problems in statistis and eonometris. Cur-rent ompetitors to Gauss are essentially Matlab and Ox. The majoradvantage of Gauss, and his ompetitors, is that it allows you to do almosteverything you want with data. It has moreover almost beome one of thestandard in eonometri researh so that numerous routines (proedures) be-ome easily available. Sine it operates diretly on matries, it makes Gaussmore useful for eonomists than standard programming languages where thebasi data units are all salars. Gauss programs and funtions are all avail-able to the user, and so the user is able to hange them ontrary to mostmenu driven pre-programmed pakages. Most statistial/eonometri prob-lems an be handled in a onvenient and eÆient way. You an speify yourown model, new estimators, test statistis, estimate ompliated likelihoodfuntion, et.The prie to pay for this exibility is naturally that you have often to do1Gaussis a trademark of Apteh Systems In., Maple Valley, USA.3



the job by your own (write your own programs, proedures, estimators,. . . ).There is often unlikely to be a simple proedure to do a simple eonomet-ri task readily at hand. Notie also that given Gauss' high exibility, onewill also rapidly observe that Gauss may be found to be too tolerant ofsloppy programming whih means it is diÆult for the omputer to tell whenmistakes our. Nevertheless, numerous ompiled proedures and intrinsifuntions are already available. Also, some more advaned ommands, proe-dures and funtions are given in various appliations modules. Gauss is botha ompiled language and an interpreter. It is a ompiled language beause itsans the entire program, translates it into (pseudo) binary odes and thenexeutes the program. Sine this (pseudo) binary ode is not native of theCPU, Gauss must interpret eah instrution for the omputer. Gauss alsoallows you to ompile programs that are very frequently used to a �le thatan be run over and over with no ompile time.For Internet users, it may be interesting to know that there exists aGauss software arhive loated at the Amerian University in WashingtonD.C.. The site also ontains links to various other sites of interest for Gaussusers. The Web address is:http://gurukul.u.amerian.edu/eon/gaussres/GAUSSIDX.HTMOther useful www addresses (these have been used as referenes for thesenotes):� Online interative Gauss tutorial (nie!):http://elab.eon.pdx.edu/gpe/to.htm� Exellent beginner's guide to Gauss in Mirosoft Word format (relatesto an older version of Gauss but muh of the stu� is still valid):http://sottie.stir.a.uk/~fri01/gauss/gauss.html#seminar� Mark Watson' on-line Gauss tutorial:http://www.wws.prineton.edu:80/~mwatson/e518/gauss tutorial.html� Gauss homepage:http://www.apteh.om/
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2 Basi oneptsLet us �rst introdue some onepts that have to be learly understood:� Expression. An expression in Gauss an be a matrix, string, on-stant, funtion or a referene to a proedure (or any ombination) thatreturns a results with the assignment operator '='.� Statements. A statement is a omplete expression or ommand whihwill always end with a semiolon ';' (exept if we are in ommand modein whih ase the semiolon an be omitted most of the time). If thereis no assignment operator ('=') the expression is then an impliit PRINTstatement. For example:y = x * 3 ;is a statement. The following two statements are equivalent:print yy;Remark: a statement is not always exeutable (example: the delara-tion of a matrix).� Programs. A program is a strutured set of statements that are runtogether.� Proedures. A proedure allows you to de�ne a new funtion thatyou reate and whih an then be used as if it was an intrinsi funtion.The proedures are isolated from the rest of the program (see below).� Library. Gauss allows you to reate libraries of frequently used fun-tions that the system will automatially �nd and ompile whenever it�nds a referene to it in a given program. When Gauss enountersa symbol (or a proedure, or whatever,. . . ) that has not previouslybeen de�ned the AUTOLOADER of the system will automatially try toloate and then ompile the �les ontaining the symbol de�nition.2 AGauss library serves as a ditionary to the soure �les that ontain thede�nition of the symbol or of the proedure.2The searh path used by Gauss is �rst the urrent diretory, than those listed in theSRC PATH variable in the Gauss.fg �le, that is the Gauss on�guration �le.5



� Edit/Command modes. The ommuniation between the user andGauss is most eÆiently handled through the editor and the ommandwindows. To hek whether the editor is ative or not, just see the up-per left orner of the menu bar that should display Gauss-edit. Theother mode is the ommand mode whih is reognized by the preseneof (gauss) at the beginning of a line. The ommand mode (window) isbest used to reate very short interative (sreen resident) programs,or simply for the exeution of simple ommand lines suh as displayingresults of simple operations, displaying a matrix,. . . If you are withinthe Editor window and want to run the program you are working inand then jump to the ommand mode you just have to type F3. Con-versely, from the ommand mode window you may swith to the editwindow by typing F4 or by using the menu bar whih enables you toswith from one to the other.� Data types in Gauss. The two basi data types supported in Gaussare matries and strings. The latter an be used to store namesof �les, of variables, to speify messages to be printed,. . . Note thata matrix an have numeri or harater elements. It is in fat notneessary to delare the type of a variable sine this an hange withina program (although it is better to respet the types of variables ifpossible). Matries obviously inlude vetors (row and olumn) andsalars as sub-types, but these are all treated the same by Gauss. Forexample:a = b + ;is valid whether a, b, and  are salars, vetors, or matries, assumingthe variables are onformable. Note that the results of the operationmight be di�erent depending on the variable type. As noted above,matries may ontain numerial data or harater data or both. Nu-merial data are stored in sienti� notation to around 12 plaes ofpreision. Charater data are sequenes of up to eight haraters whihount as one element of the matrix. If you enter text of more thaneight haraters into the ells in a matrix, the text will be trunated.Strings are piees of text of unlimited length. These are used to giveinformation to the user. If you try to assign a string value to an elementof the matrix, all but the �rst eight haraters will be lost.Examples of data types 6



{ Numerial 3 � 3 matrix0B� 1 2:2 �36:2 9 � 10�6 57 9 99 1CA{ Charater 2� 2 matrix Will WillHarry Steve !{ Strings"Maastriht!""Strings may be piees of text of long length""2.2"" "Remark the trunation of text in the harater and mixed matri-es. The null string " " is a valid piee of text for both strings andmatries. Sine all matrix data are treated the same way, the userhas sometimes to speify that Gauss is dealing with haraterdata. The $ sign identi�es text and is used in a number of plaes.For example, to display the value of the variable var1 requiresprint var1;orprint $var1;depending on whether var1 is a numerial matrix, a haratermatrix or a string.Note that all variables must be reated and given an initial value beforethey are referened to.� Notation, syntax and ase sensitivity. Gauss ould be desribedas a free-form strutured language: strutured beause it is designedto be broken down into easily-read parts; free-form beause there isno partiular layout for programs. Notie that extra spaes between7



words are ignored. Commands are separated by a semi-olon. Programlayout is generally a matter of personal hoie and the user has freedomto lay out ode in a style he �nds aeptable. Aeptable names forvariables are up to eight haraters long. These may ontain alphanu-meri data and the undersore but should never start with a number.For example, aeptable names inludename Nam Nam1 nam_1 _name1 n_a_m_ebut1eri 100 12_names ifare not aepted sine the three �rst start by a number and the fourthname is atually a reserved name. Remark that Gauss does not dis-tinguish between upperase and lowerase, exept inside double quotes"...".� Comments an be easily introdued in a program: between �...� or/* ...*/. Contrary to the former, the latter kind of omments an benested. Example:� This is a omment �/* This is another omment that an be nested */� Starting Gauss. To start Gauss under Win98 you simply have todouble-lik on the Gauss short ut ion and you are automatiallyset in ommand mode.� Help. Under Win98, the user has aess to the on-line help by simplytyping F1 whih is very useful as it ontains most of what an be foundin the ommand referene guide.3 Editor/Command windowsSine the ommuniation between the user and Gauss will most of the timebe handled through the full-sreen editor window or the ommand window,we will briey disuss the basi features of these. First, it is important to notethat when you lik on the Gauss shortut you will bring up the Commandwindow. 8



3.1 The Command WindowThe Command window is the window that �rst appears when you startGauss. Its main feature is a large srollable text edit pane. This is the plaewhere the Gauss prompt appears for you to enter and run interative om-mands. It is also where all Gauss program input output takes plae. Whenyou start Gauss you will automatially be in the ommand mode/windowwhih is haraterized by the presene of the following start harater at thebeginning of the line:(gauss)A program in ommand mode is then de�ned as the ode from the end ofthe line on whih the ursor is loated with the start harater (gauss).Pressing the Enter key will make a program begin exeuting. It thus allowsyou to work interatively in Gauss. As suh, you an only exeute one lineof ommands but you may also run existing programs,. . .Menus of interestwithin the ommand window are: File, Edit, Searh, Font, Options,Window, and Help.� File j Edit. . . : This part of the menu opens a dialog for seleting a�le to edit. The dialog lets you navigate drives and diretories, speifya �lename pattern, and see the �les in a diretory. The �le seletedis added to the top of the Edit list and loaded into the Edit window,whih is brought to the foreground.� File j Run. . . : Opens a dialog for seleting a �le to run. The �leseleted is added to the top of the Run list and the �le is exeuted,bringing the Command window to the foreground.� File j Stop. . . : Stops the urrently exeuting Gauss program. Thisan be very valuable if you've written a never-ending do-loop and havedoubts on the orretness of your odes.� File j Exit Gauss. . . : Exits Gauss without veri�ation.� Edit j Undo Cut Copy Paste: Standard windows ommands.� Searh j Goto Find Replae Find Again Replae Again: Stan-dard windows ommands.� Font j Selet. . . : Opens a font seletion dialog whih allows youto hange the font in the text edit panel of the Command and Editwindows. The font setting is saved between Gauss sessions.9



� Options j Edit. . . : Inludes ontrols to: Set the tab length. Setinsert/overstrike mode. Turn text wrapping on/o�.� Options j Program. . . : Inludes ontrols to: Turn default librarieson/o�. Set autoload/autodelete state. Turn delare warnings on/o�.Turn dataloop translation on/o�. Turn translator line traking on/o�.Turn normal linetraking on/o�. Set Compile to File state. These aremore advaned options that will not be disussed in details during theourse. You are advised to leave the default settings.The windows also simply lets you move between the Command and Editwindows. The Command window will aumulate output unless you learthe sreen. There is however no hot key for doing so. To lean the sreenyou have to use CLS ommand near the beginning of the program. Withinthe Command window you have to type ls after the Gauss prompt andhitting enter. Notie that a few other keys are useful suh as F4 to swith tothe Gauss-Edit windows and F3 to exeute (run) a program.3.2 The Edit Mode/WindowsThe Gauss edit window is by far the one that is the mostly used in Gauss.It allows you to reate small data �les, edit existing �les, write down yourprograms, exeute them and modify what appears to be eventually neessary,rerun, modify, without having to quit Gauss. To get in edit mode when youare in the default Gauss ommand window, just use the menu bar whihis useful to load existing program �les for example or type F4 to swithto the Gauss-Edit windows. The Edit window is a text editor. The Editwindow and the Command window have many ontrols in ommon. Themost obvious di�erene is that the Command window has Stop (runningprogram) ontrols and the Edit window has Save (�le) ontrols. Most of thepossibilities o�ered by the menu under the Edit mode are self-ontained andstandard.File j Save as. . . Opens a dialog for saving the urrent ontents of theEdit window under a new �lename. The text being edited is saved to thenew �le, and the new �lename is added to the top of the Edit list. You will�nd this useful for opying a program under a new name so you an use itas a template for reating a new program. If you want to reate a new �lethat you will all myfile, you may more simply within the ommand windowsimply typeEdit myfile <Enter> 10



and then the Gauss-edit window will automatially appear. You are thenin edit mode and already in myfile. You an enter your data set or reatenew program as in any usual text editor. If you have already a saved opyof your program, let say myfile.prg, on your disk, just typeEdit myfile.prg <Enter>and you are then in edit mode where you an modify your myfile.prg �le.More simply, you may use the menu bar. Notie that this implies that your�le is in the working diretory of Gauss. If you have your �le loated on aoppy (whih is the A: drive), you have to introdue a path name:Edit A:\myfile.prg <Enter>whih spei�es where to go to get myfile.prg. Edit thus allows for pathto get existing �le edited. The build-in editor in Gauss has a multitude ofmore or less standard Win98 editing keys or keystrokes that are useful whenbuilding or modifying a program.3.3 Graphi WindowsWhen you have run a program in whih reates graphs (whatever the typeof graph), Gauss will open a so-alled PQG window, where PQG stands forPubliation Quality Graphis. We will disuss the reation of graphis, thiswindow and its options below briey. When Gauss reates a graph, it storesit in a �le with a .tkf extension. The tkf �les will be stored in your generalGauss working diretory. After you have reated a graph you an save itand protet it from overlay by moving it to a folder or separate diretory.4 Loading data and reating data setsThere are basially two ways to get data into Gauss: you may enter vetorsand matries diretly into your program, or you an read data in from an ex-isting �le. Both methods have their uses. In this setion we �rst onentrateour attention to the simple questions:� How an you reate a small data set in Gauss?� How an you read external data �les in Gauss?Assume you are already in the Gauss ommand mode and you would liketo reate your own data set onsisting of 3 variables for whih you have 5observations on eah of these. The easiest way to proeed is to type11



Edit mydata <Enter>One you are under the Gauss-Edit window, after the message Editingmydata has appeared on lower left orner of your the sreen you may type(for example) 10:01 22:225 2:3011:08 55:233 3:0212:59 65:158 4:0213:26 61:258 5:0319:02 64:267 6:12Remark: the di�erent olumns are the di�erent variables and the di�erentrows are the observations on these variables. Use then the menu bar to savethese data in an Asii �le that is alled mydata. Alternatively you may justtype F2. Naturally suh an Asii �le an also be reated using an externaleditor or as the output of various software (Lotus, Exel, RATS,. . . ).The question is now how an we load this small data set so that we willbe able to use it in Gauss. Remember that Gauss work with matries sothat the data �le has to be loaded in a matrix. Let us assume that we allthis matrix x. We an simply type the following lines:load x[5,3℄ = mydata;� loads the data mydata into the matrix x �print x; � prints the matrix x �LOAD aepts path names if your �le mydata is not in the Gauss diretory.Various forms of LOAD are available, they do depend on the spei� naturesof the �le you want to load (see Command Referene Guide or the on-linehelp for more information). The ommand LOAD an be used to read in datafrom an Asii �le (*.as, *.txt, *.prn, or*.sv extension) or a Gaussdata �le (.fmt ). Asii �les must be delimited with spaes, ommas, tabsor newlines. If your data is in an Exel �le or an be put into an Exel�le, you an save it as a tab delimited �le (*.txt) or a spae delimited �le(*.prn) or a omma delimited �le (*.sv) .3 If no dimensions are spei�ed,like inload x = mydata;then x is a olumn vetor ontaining all of the data in mydata in the order1st row, 2nd row, et. (row major order). You an use the funtion rows(x)3In the latest version of the software, it is now possible to load Exel �les of the .xlstype diretly. 12



to �nd out if all the data have been loaded and the funtion reshape (x,n, k) to reshape the nk� 1 vetor y into the matrix you want to work with.One a data set is loaded into a matrix, you an go on and perform anykind of alulations you want on this x matrix or on some of its elements.It is now possible to reate from this x matrix a Gauss data set using theSAVED instrutionall saved(x,"mydata",0);The resulting data set is alled mydata.dat. These Gauss data sets onsistof two �les, one with a .dat extension and another with a .dht extension.The latter is mainly an information �le on the ontent of the orresponding.dat �le. The last argument of the saved ommand is a k � 1 string orharater vetor. If it is set equal to 0 like in this example, it simply meansthat the variables names will start with the harater X and be followed bya number between 1 and k. In our example these will thus be X1; X2; X3:An alternative would be to reate this k � 1 vetor using LETlet names = var1 var2 var3;� reates a string vetor "names" with 3 elements �and then reate a Gauss data set usingall saved(x,"mydata",names);When a Gauss dataset exists on the disk (generated from a previousoperation) you an open it diretly using OPEN or LOADD. Another possibilityis to load it diretly into a matrix x with the linex = "mydata";5 Creating an output �leTo reate an output �le, you need to diret the output of PRINT statementsnot only to the sreen (this is automati) but also to disk �le. This is doneusing the ommand OUTPUT. It allows for path names. Example:output file = filename onwhere you an replae on byreset or off 13



Without on, the ommand OUTPUT will only selet the �le to be used for theoutput but will not open it. A subsequentoutput on; or output reset;would then be required. The di�erene between RESET and ON is simply thatin the latter ase the �le will be opened for appending, i.e. the results of theprint statements are appended to the seleted �le if it already exists. In theRESET ase a new �le is reated so that if the �le already exists it will bedestroyed. If you want to edit your output �le with the Gauss-edit window,you will �rst have to lose the �le usingoutput off;6 The Basi operations with matriesGauss basially works with matries, and it is therefore important to notethat almost all matrix expressions are entered following the usual way matrixexpressions are written. Matries are 2-dimensional arrays of double preisionnumbers whih are all impliitly omplex in the Gaussi version (onversionbetween omplex and real matries ours automatially in Gauss). Thematries are stored in row major order. For example a 3� 3 matrix will bestored in the following order:[1,1℄[1,2℄[1,3℄[2,1℄[2,2℄[2,3℄[3,1℄[3,2℄[3,3℄Any matrix is indexed with 2 indies, vetors an be indexed with one indexand salars are onsidered as 1� 1 matries. The majority of funtions andoperators in Gauss take matries as arguments. Here are some useful oneswhen de�ning, saving and loading matries:= assignement statementj vertial onatenation� horizontal onatenationLET matrix de�nition statementDECLARE is similar to the LET statementbut for ompile time matriesThe ommand LET thus reates matries. The format for reating a matrixalled matrix an take the following form:14



Table 1: Examples of LETShape of xlet x = 1 2 3 4 5 6; Column vetor 6x1let x = 1,2,3,4,5,6; Column vetor 6x1let x = f1 2 3 4 5 6g; Row vetor 1x6let x = f1 2,3 4,5 6g; Matrix 3x2let x[3,2℄ = 1 2 3 4 5 6; Matrix 3x2let x[3,2℄ = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6; Matrix 3x2let x[3, 2℄ = 5; Matrix 3x2let matrix = fonstant-listg;orlet matrix[r,℄ = fonstant-listg;In the �rst ase, the type of matrix depends on how the onstants werespei�ed. A list of onstants separated by spae will reate a olumn vetor.If, however, the list of onstants is enlosed in braes fg, then a row vetor willbe produed. When braes are used, inserting ommas in the list of onstantsinstruts Gauss to form a matrix, breaking the rows at the ommas. If urlybraes are not used, then adding ommas has no e�et. In the �rst ase, theatual word LET is optional. If the seond form is used, then an r�  matrixwill be reated; the onstants will be alloated to the matrix on a row-by-row basis. If only one onstant is entered, then the whole matrix will be�lled with that number. Note the square brakets. This is the standard wayto speify either the dimensions of a matrix or the oordinates of a blok,depending on ontext. The �rst number always refers to the row, the seondto the olumn.Note that an assignment statement followed by data enlosed in braesis an impliit LET statement. Consequently, the following are equivalent:let x = { 1 2 3, 4 5 6 };x = {1 2 3, 4 5 6};let x[2,3℄ = 1 2 3 4 5 6;and reate a 2� 3 matrix x x = 1 2 34 5 6 !When braes are used in LET statements, the ommas de�ne the row separa-tion. A 2� 3 matrix of ones is reated with15



let x[2,3℄ = 1;or by using the ommand ONES whih reates automatially matries of ones:x = ones(2,3);whilelet[2,3℄;will reate a 2�3 matrix of elements equal to 0. Note that the LET ommandannot be used to de�ne matries in terms of expressions. The elements ofthe matries, of rows or olumns are easily isolated. For example, if weonsider the x matrix given abovez = x[2,2℄;will de�ne z as a salar and assign the value 5 to z, i.e. the value of theelement of the seond row, seond olumn of the matrix x. To reate arow-vetor x1 onsisting of the 1st row of x, just usex1 = x[1,.℄;where the "." indiates "all olumns". The resulting x1 is a 1� 3 vetorx1 = ( 1 2 3 )One a matrix is reated (or loaded), simple operations for matrix de-sription and manipulations are easily performed like returning the numberof olumns, taking the max, sorting,. . . Here are a few of these standardmanipulations often used when writing more ompliated programs or pro-edures (for more details or details on the other manipulations see the manualor the on-line help):COLS(x) returns number of olumns in the matrix xROWS(x) returns number of rows in the matrix xMAXC(x) returns largest element in eah olumn of the matrix xMAXINDC(x) returns row number of largest element in eah olumn of the matrix xMINC(x) returns smallest element in eah olumn of the matrix xMININDC(x) returns row number of smallest element in eah olumn of the matrix xSUMC(x) omputes the sum of eah olumn of the matrix xCUMSUMC(x) omputes umulative sums of eah olumn of the matrix xPRODC(x) omputes the produt of eah olumn of the matrix xMEANC(x) omputes mean value of every olumn of the matrix xSTDC (x) omputes standard deviation of every olumn of the matrix x16



It is also often useful when you have for example a large matrix x, ofdimension let say 150 � 35, to be able to onsider sub-matries of lowerdimension onsisting for example of a subset of the olumns and the rowssatisfying some riteria. This type of extration is easily performed inGauss.There are various possibilities. Some of the most useful ones are:� PACKR(x) that deletes the rows of a matrix that ontain any missingvalues, "."., (Notie that the Gauss ode for a missing value is "." sothat you have to replae whatever other ode is used in your data beforeyou import your data, although GAUSS has an internal proedure foronversion.� DIAG(x) reates a olumn vetor of dimension min(n; k) � 1 vetorfrom the diagonal of a n� k matrix. The matrix x need not be square.� LOWMAT(x) returns the lower portion of a matrix, i.e. the main diagonaland every element below.� UPMAT(x) returns the main diagonal and every element above.� Elements of a matrix and submatries an also be extrated using therow and olumn indies. For example x[r1:r2,1:2℄ extrats thesubmatrix onsisting of rows r1 to r2 and olumns 1 to 2. Usinga dot, ".", in plae of an index, extrats all the row or the olumnelements.6.1 Preedene order of operatorsExpression will be omposed of operations on matries. These are reatedusing operators and the order in whih the expression is evaluated is de-termined by the preedene order of the operators and the order in whihthey are used in the expression. As usual the multipliation and divisionoperators (respetively * and /) have an higher order of preedene than thesummation and substration operators (+ and -).6.2 Some matrix operatorsThe following mathematial operators work basially on matries. Most ofthese assume numeri data. We list some of the frequently used operatorswith a few examples where we assume that we have already loaded twodi�erent matries x and z, both of dimension n� n.17



Operators Code ExamplesAddition + y = x + z;Substration � y = x - z;Matrix Multipliation � y = x * z ;Division or linear equation solution = z = b/A;where A and b are salarsElement by element multipliation :� y = x .* z;Element by element exponentiation :^ y = x .^z;Kroneker Produt : � : y = x .*. z;Horizontal diret produt �~ y = x *~y;Transpose operator 0 y = x';Vertial onatenation j y = x | z;Horizontal onatenation ~ y = x ~y;Other operators/ommands are given and detailed in the Command Ref-erene manual. An often used operation in statistis and eonometris isthe inversion of a given (invertible) matrix. This is most easily done usingthe ommand INV (or INVPD is the matrix is symmetri positive de�nite).y = inv(x);omputes y = x�1. The input of INV is thus simply the matrix you wantto invert and the output is the inverted matrix. The determinant of x isobtained using DET(x).6.3 Comparing matries, vetors and salarsIt is often very useful to ompare matries, salars or vetors. These tasksare performed with relational operators and as usually with these type ofoperators, they return a salar whih we denote here by z whih is either 0or 1.� Less than: z = x < y; or z = x lt y;� Not equal: z = x /= y or z = x ne y;� Greater than: z = x > y; z = x gt y;� Greater than or equal to: z = x >= y; or z = x ge y;� Equal to: z = x == y; or z = x eq y;� Less than or equal to: z = x <= y; or z = x le y;18



The result of all these operators is a salar 1 (TRUE) or 0 (FALSE), basedupon a omparison of all elements of x and y. Note that all omparisonsmust be true for a result of 1. It makes no di�erene whether you use thealphabeti or the symboli form of the operator; however, in the alphabetiform the operator must be preeded and followed by a spae. If you work withonformable matries and want an element by element omparison whih willreturn a matrix of zeros and ones, preede the operator a dot ".", e.g., .==or .eq.7 ExamplesAt this point of the ourse, it is useful to take a look at some pratial exam-ples. First we fous on the linear regression and present di�erent methodsfor dealing with the estimation of a linear regression problem. In a seondstep, we detail how to implement Monte Carlo simulations in GAUSS.7.1 Linear regression7.1.1 Linear regression: a brief reviewNotation:- Dependent variable: Y- Number of observations: T- k independent variables: XThus, Y has T rows and 1 olumn, X has T rows and k olumns.In matrix form, the OLS equation an be written as:Y = X� + � (1)where � (error term) is N(0; �2). The OLS estimator is:b = b� = (X 0X)�1X 0Y (2)The residuals are: e = Y � bY (3)The unbiased estimator of the variane �2 is:19



s2 = e0eT � k (4)The variane-ovariane matrix of the estimated oeÆients is:V (b) = s2(X 0X)�1 (5)Student tests are performed using:ti = bi � �i0SEi � t(T � k) (6)where SEi is the standard error of oeÆient i.7.1.2 OLS proedureA �rst possibility is to use the OLS proedure provided in GAUSS. Thedataset is inluded in the program./* LINEAR REGRESSIONWe regress the onsumption on inome (US data, years 40-50) */Z={244 229.9,277.9 243.6,317.5 241.1,332.1 248.2,343.6 255.2,338.1 270.9,332.7 301,318.8 305.8,335.8 312.2,336.8 319.3,362.8 337.3};print "Number of observations " rows(Z);print "Mean of Z " mean(Z);inome=Z[.,1℄;onsum=Z[.,2℄;{ vnam,m,b,stb,v,stderr,sigma,x,rsq,resid,dwstat } = ols(0,onsum,inome);20



See ols1.prg.7.1.3 Matrix omputationA seond possibility is to program the given formulae using the matrix op-erations in GAUSS.inome=Z[.,1℄;onsum=Z[.,2℄;x=ones(rows(inome),1)~inome;y=onsum;xxi=invpd(x'x);b=xxi*(x'y);e=y-x*b;s2=e'*e/(rows(x)-ols(x));sd=sqrt(diag(s2*xxi));t=b./sd;print "Estimated oeffiients " b;print "Standard errors " sd;print "t-stats " t;See ols2.prg.7.1.4 Loading a data �leIn the preeding programs, the data were inluded in the program. Usually,the data are given in an external �le. In the following program, the data areloaded from an external text �le.n_obs=11;load Z[n_obs,2℄=:\maas\qmif\progs\onsin.txt;inome=Z[.,1℄;onsum=Z[.,2℄;x=ones(rows(inome),1)~inome;y=onsum;xxi=invpd(x'x);b=xxi*(x'y); 21



e=y-x*b;s2=e'*e/(rows(x)-ols(x));sd=sqrt(diag(s2*xxi));t=b./sd;print "Estimated oeffiients " b;print "Standard errors " sd;print "t-stats " t;See ols6.prg.7.1.5 Loading a �le and managing datasetsFinally, we illustrate the use of datasets. In the following program, the text�le with the data is loaded and then written as a GAUSS dataset. Thisdataset is then used in the OLS proedure.n_obs=11;load Z[n_obs,2℄=:\maas\qmif\progs\onsin.txt;inome=Z[.,1℄;onsum=Z[.,2℄;/* Dataset Z is written on disk */dataset=":\\maas\\qmif\\progs\\CONSINC";let vnames=INCOME CONSUM;if not saved(Z,dataset,vnames);errorlog "Write error";endif;dataset=":\\maas\\qmif\\progs\\CONSINC";let depvar=CONSUM;let indvars=INCOME;{ vnam,m,b,stb,v,stderr,sigma,x,rsq,resid,dwstat }= ols(dataset,depvar,indvars);See ols5.prg.7.2 Monte Carlo simulationsMonte Carlo simulations is a powerful tehnique used in applied eonometrianalysis. The Gauss programming language is well suited for this task asit is fast and matrix operations are readily available. We onsider a familiarappliation in quantitative �nane, the di�usion proess.22



7.2.1 Di�usion proessThe basi di�usion equation (with drift � and volatility �) an be writtenas: dXt = �Xtdt+ �XtdWt (7)with dWt being a Wiener proess, i.e. dWt = �tp�t and �t is IID N(0,1);X(t0) = X0. Note: dXt should be understood as the hange in Xt overthe small time interval �t. For this reason, we often write �t = h andXt+h �Xt = dXt = �Xth+ �Xt�tph./* Start date */t0=0;/* End date */tt=2;/* Number of points */N=200;/* Number of simulations */Ns=10;/* Mu (year) */mu=0.07;/* Sigma (year) */sigma=0.2;/* Start prie */X0=50;/* Step */h = (TT-t0)/N;/* Sequene of time inrements */t = seqa(t0,h,N+1);xt = zeros(N+1,Ns);xt[1,.℄ = x0*ones(1,Ns);u = rndn(N,Ns)*sqrt(h);i = 1;do until i > N;xi = xt[i,.℄;xt[i+1,.℄ = xi + xi*mu*h + xi.*(sigma*u[i,.℄);i = i + 1; 23



endo;See mdp1.prg.8 Graphis in GaussOne attrative feature of Gauss is its ability to draw high quality graphisin two of three dimensions of a large variety of di�erent types. Gauss alsoprovides a omplete windowing system for plotting multiple graphs on onepage. The way Gauss works is to provide funtions whih draw the graphsand only draw the graphs. All other attributes are set using (global) vari-ables. Hene, the reation of a graph involves setting one variable to the title,another to the type of lines wanted, another to the olor sheme,. . .Whenthe graph funtion is then alled, Gauss uses all the information previouslyset to draw the graph with the right harateristis. Any program drawinggraphs should have the linelibrary pgraph;ideally at the start of the program. This enables Gauss to know where allthe speialized graph-drawing routines are to be found. Remark that graphsannot be drawn if this line is omitted. The LIBRARY line should appear onlyone at the top of your program and ould be followed by GRAPHSET whihreset all the variables bak to their default values.There are an enormous amount of options that may be spei�ed, all theseare detailed and spei�ed in the System and Graphis Manual, and someinformation on these an be obtained from the on-line help. They all beginwith p to make them easily to identify. These are set/modi�ed like anyother variables in Gauss. For example,_polor = zeros(2,1);_polor[1℄ = 2;_polor[2℄ = 5;_pbartyp = {2 1, 2 2, 2 3};The polor instrution sets olors for the XY and XYZ graphs. It is a 2x1vetor implying, in this ase, that there are two series to be plotted. The �rst24



series will be plotted in the olor de�ned by 2 (whih is grey), the seond inred.The pbartype instrution sets the shading type and olor for a bar graph.It is a 3x2 matrix, implying three series. The most useful variable is_plegstr = "legend A\000legend B\000Legend C";This de�nes legends for eah line when a graph is displaying multiple series -three in this ase. The legends for eah series must be separated by the ode\000whih is a null harater speifying that one name has ended and anotheris beginning. The relevant variables to be set are detailed with eah graphtype. In addition there are a number of general funtions whih ontrol othersettings, of whih the most important aretitle(title);xtis(min, max, inrement, subDivs);xlabel(title);The �rst of these sets the title for the graph. XTICS (and the assoiatedfuntions YTICS and ZTICS) allow for saling of the X-axis. If this funtionis not alled, Gauss will work out its own saling. min and max are theminimum and maximum values on the sale, with the sale inreasing byinrement; negative values for the inrement are aeptable. subDivs is thenumber of minor tiks between eah inrement. Finally, XLABEL (and YLABELand ZLABEL) provides a title for the X, y or Z axis.All these options should be set before printing a graph. However, mostof the defaults are good hoies, and many options will not need hanging.Gauss provides a number of graph types, most importantly bar graphs, X-Y,log X-Y and histograms. All data for graphs ome in the form of matries.When a graph instrution is enountered, Gauss plots the graph immediatelyusing the urrent set of options or defaults. This is why all the options areset �rst. By the time Gauss reahes a graph instrution, all it needs toprodue the graph is the data given in the funtion all. The graph dataare in N �K matries, where N is the number of data points and K is thenumber of series to be plotted. Whether multiple series are permitted or notdepends on the graph: for example, multiple series are allowed in an X-Ygraph. For example 25



xy(var1, var2~var3);will plot an X-Y graph, using a Cartesian oordinate system, onsisting threeseries where var1 will speify the x-axis. LOGX (resp. LOGY) will plot an X-Ygraph using logarithmi X (resp. Y) axis while LOGLOG will plot an X-Ygraph using logarithmi X and Y axes.In pratial data analyses, it is often useful to have di�erent graphis onthe same page. This is easily done by using the omplete windowing systemfor plotting multiple graphs on one page provided in Gauss. We will justmention here the most important steps that one has to follow. In all ases,one has to initialize the window proedure with begwind that must be alledbefore any other window funtions are alled. Similarly endwind ends thewindow manipulation and it is only thereafter that the graphs are displayed.An important proedure is window whih reates and partitions the sreeninto windows of equal size. The general format is window(#row,#ol,typ);where #row is the number of rows of windows and #ol the number ofolumns of windows while typ spei�es the window attribute type: if thisvalue is 1, the windows will be transparent, if 0, the windows will be non-transparent. Notie that the windows will be numbered from 1 to (#row �#ol) beginning from the left topmost window and moving to the right. Theurrent window is set to 1 immediately after alling this funtion, setwindis used to speify the window number. One may alternatively use nextwindwhih sets the urrent window to the next available window number.Graphs (or pages with several graphs) are automatially displayed in spe-i� windows and an be printed, saved or onverted into various formats thatmay later be used in other pakages (suh as word proessors like Winword,WP, Sienti� Word,. . . ). You an print the graphs that Gauss generatesdiretly, but if you want to put them into a wordproessor Gauss supportsonversion to four formats: ps (postsript), pi (Lotus), hpgl (plotter) andpx (bitmap).8.1 ExampleThe following lines illustrate this idea of putting various graphis on the samepage. We �rst generate some random numbers, aumulate these to generatea random walk. Lagged and �rst di�erenes are generated. Finally a pagewith four graphs is reated.library pgraph; graphset;n = 400; e = rndn(n,1); /* generating pseudo (normal) random data */26



obser = seqa(1,1,n); /* generate a deterministi series 1,2,...,n */y = CUMSUMC(e); /* umulate the y series to get a random walk */yl = lagn(y,1); /* generate lagged variable */yd = y-yl; /* generate first differened series */begwind; window(2,2,1);setwind(1); title("Figure 1");xlabel("Observations"); ylabel("Variable y - level");xy(obser,y);setwind(2); title("Figure 2");xlabel("Observations"); ylabel("Variable y - lag");xy(obser[1:rows(yl),.℄,yl);setwind(3); title("Figure 3");xlabel("Observations"); ylabel("Variable y - 1st diff.");xy(obser[1:rows(yd),.℄,yd);setwind(4); title("Figure 4");xlabel("Random numbers"); ylabel("Frequenies.");{b1,m1,freq1} = HISTP(y[.,1℄,50);endwind;See graphs1.prg.9 Loops, onditional branhing. . .9.1 Conditional branhingThe syntax of the full IF statement is:if ondition1;dothis1;elseif ondition2;dothis2;elseif ondition3;else;dothis4;endif;but all the ELSEIF and ELSE statements are optional. Thus the simplest IFstatement is 27



if ondition1;dothis1;endif;Eah ondition has an assoiated set of ations (the dothis ). Eah onditionis tested in the order in whih they appear in the program; if the onditionis "true", the set of ations will be arried out. One the ations assoiatedwith that ondition have been arried out, and no others, Gauss will jumpto the end of the onditional branh ode and ontinue exeution from there.Thus Gauss will only exeute one set of ations at most. If several onditionsare "true", then Gauss will at on the �rst true ondition found and ignorethe rest. If none of the onditions is met, then no ation is taken, unlessthere is an ELSE part to the statement. The ELSE setion has no assoiatedondition; when the ELSE statement is reahed, Gauss will always exeutethe ELSE setion. To reah the ELSE, Gauss must have found all otheronditions "false".49.2 Loop statements: WHILE and UNTIL, FORThe format for the loop statements aredo while ondition; do until ondition;dothis; dothis;endo; endo;These two are idential exept that the �rst loops until ondition is"false", while the seond loops until ondition is "true". This means thatdo while ondition; do until (NOT ondition);are idential. The operation of the WHILE loop is as follows: (i) test theondition; (ii) if "true", arry out the ations in the loop; then return to stage(i) and repeat; (iii) if "false", skip the loop ations and ontinue exeutionfrom the �rst instrution after the loop. Note that the ondition is testedbefore the loop is entered. Also, there is nothing in the de�nition of theloop to say how the loop ondition is set or altered. It is the programmer'sresponsibility to ensure that the ondition is set properly at eah stage. Sineversion 3.2.35, Gauss now also o�ers a FOR loop onstrut. The format isfor i (start, stop, step);dothis;endfor;4Unonditional branhing is done with the GOTO. The target of a GOTO is alled a label.Labels must begin with ' ' or an alphabeti harater and are always followed by a olon.28



where i stands for the ounter variable, start (may be a salar expression)is the initial value of the ounter, stop is the �nal value of the ounter andstep the inrement value. Note that the ounter is stritly loal to the loop.The ommands BREAK and CONTINUE are supported. The CONTINUE ommandsteps the ounter and jumps to the top of the loop. The BREAK ommandterminates the urrent loop by jumping past the ENDFOR statement. Whenthe loop terminates, the value of the ounter is stop if the loop terminatednaturally. If break is used to terminate the loop and you want the �nal valueof the ounter you need to assign it to a variable before the break statement.9.2.1 Examplesx = zeros(10, 5);for i (1, rows(x), 1);for j (1, ols(x), 1);x[i,j℄ = i*j;endfor;endfor;Example using BREAK:li = 0;x = rndn(100,1);y = rndn(100,1);for i (1, rows(x), 1);if x[i℄ /= y[i℄;li = i;break;endif;endfor;if li;print "Compare failed on row " li;endif;10 De�ning and using proeduresAs already mentioned above you should as muh as possible make use ofproedures whih allow you to de�ne a new funtion that you reate andwhih an then be used later as if is was an intrinsi funtion. Proeduresare extremely useful one you are onfronted with an exessively large andompliated program that may be diÆult to read, understand, and alter.29



If the program is broken into separate setions with meaningful proedurenames, it beomes muh more manageable. Alternatively, there may be apiee of ode whih arries out some minor funtion. Plaing this ode in aproedure allows the programmer to onentrate on the main points of theprogram. The seond most important reason to motivate the use and theonstrution of proedures is the repetitive harater of numerous operations.The hoie is then simply between expliitly programming the same operationseveral times, or writing a proedure and alling it several times; usually thelatter wins hands down. Finally, proedures are often easier to test and lesssuseptible to unexpeted inuenes.Hene proedures are extremely useful when the same estimation method,test statisti, expression or model evaluation is to be used often in quitedi�erent situations. A proedure is thus a user de�ned funtion that is laterused as if it was an intrinsi part of the Gauss language. Notie that anyintrinsi ommand of funtion, and any user de�ned funtion of proedurean be used within a proedure.A proedure de�nition onsists of 5 di�erent parts:1. Proedure delaration (PROC Statement): the format of the PROC state-ment is as follows:PROC ({number of returns}) = name(arguments);The arguments an be numerous and are then separated by ommas.These are the names that are used inside the proedure for the argu-ments that are passed to the proedure when the latter is alled.2. Loal variable delaration (LOCAL statement): loal variables are onlyknown within the proedure de�ned. Remark that there is no informa-tion about the size or type of the loal variable here. All this statementsays is that there are variables whih will be aessed during this pro-edure, and that Gauss should add their names to the list of validnames while this proedure is running.3. Body of the proedure: the body ontains Gauss statements that areused to perform the task, they may use intrinsi funtions, used de�nedfuntions,4. Returns from the proedure (RETP statement): returns a number ofitems. Their number must orrespond with the number of returns inthe PROC statement. These returns an however be of any type. It isimportant to know that Gauss will not hek these returns and it will30



not warn the user if the number of returns is not equal to the number ofreturns spei�ed in the proedure delaration. Gauss will only reportan error when the proedure is atually alled during a program run.5. End of proedure (ENDP statement): the statement ENDP tells Gaussthat the de�nition of the proedure is �nished. Gauss then adds theproedure to its list of symbols. It does not do anything with the ode,beause a proedure does not, in itself, generate any exeutable ode. Aproedure only exists when it is alled; otherwise it is just a de�nition.There are di�erent ways of alling a proedure. Assume that the pro-edure's name is given by proname and the arguments are i, j and k.Proedures are alled as followsall proname(i,j,k); /* will ignore all returns */y = proname(i,j,k); /* is suited for one return proedures */{ x, y, z \} = proname(i,j,k); /* is suited for multiples returns*/proname(i,j,k); /* no returns */10.1 ExampleLet us here give the example of a proedure that estimates a linear regressionmodel and returns the OLS estimates, their standard errors and t-values (seethe formulae given above).inome=Z[.,1℄;onsum=Z[.,2℄;x=ones(rows(inome),1)~inome;y=onsum;{b,sd,t}=regress(x,y);print "Estimated oeffiients " b;print "Standard errors " sd;print "t-stats " t;pro (3)=regress(x,y);loal xxi,b,e,s2,sd,t;xxi=invpd(x'x);b=xxi*(x'y);e=y-x*b; 31



s2=e'*e/(rows(x)-ols(x));sd=sqrt(diag(s2*xxi));t=b./sd;retp(b,sd,t);endp;See ols3.prg.The di�erent lines have the following interpretation:� First the proedure delaration de�nes that the proedure will be alledregress and will return 3 matries.� The names x and y will be used inside the proedure. These are the(arguments) names that are used inside the regols proedure for thearguments that are passed to the proedure when regols is alled.� We then de�ne the loal variables.� The next six lines form the body of the proedure: we �rst alulate(x0x)�1 (denoted by xxi) use it to ompute b and to alulate the olsresiduals e. An estimate of the error variane is omputed (s2) andused to obtain the standard error of b (sd). Finally the t-values arealulated. This ends the body of the proedure.� RETP then returns the three vetors b, sd, t: the OLS estimates,their standard deviations and the orresponding t-values. ENDP losesthe proedure.11 Gauss modulesThe basi Gauss program is the �rst building blok of the Gauss softwarepakage. Other program pakages (modules) are available from Apteh Sys-tems and fous on more spei� appliations suh as maximum likelihoodestimation, time series methods or �nanial appliations. In this introdu-tory text, we briey review an appliation of the maximum likelihood moduleand the time series module (ARIMA modelling).11.1 Maximum likelihood11.1.1 A brief review of maximum likelihood estimation- Model parameters: �. The true values of the parameters are �0, whih areunknown. 32



- Number of observations: T- Observations: yt, t = 1 : : : T , and possibly explanatory variables xt (y andx vetors in matrix form).- Density funtion for the model: f(y; �)- Likelihood funtion based on the density funtion: L(�; y) = f(y; �). For agiven set of observations y, L(�0; y) gives the likelihood that the sam-ple y has been generated by the density law f(y; �0). If we have thatL(�0; y) > L(�00; y), then it is more likely that the sample y is a realiza-tion of f(y; �0) than f(y; �00). In other words, �0 is a better andidatefor �0 than �00.- The maximum likelihood estimation proedure is the following optimiza-tion problem: max�L(�; y) =) b� (8)- Based on b�, the maximized likelihood is L(b�; y).- In general, one maximizes the log-Likelihood, or ln(L(�; y)) = l(�; y).- Sore or gradient of the log-Likelihood: s(�; y) = �l(�; y)=��. By de�nitionof the maximization problem, b� is suh that s(b�; y) = 0, whih allowsthe omputation of b�.- Hessian matrix: H(�; y) = �2l(�; y)=����0- Information matrix: I(�) = �E(H(�; y)) = E(s(�; y)s0(�; y))- Asymptoti information matrix: IA(�) = limT!1I(�)=T11.1.2 Two important properties of the maximum likelihood es-timator- The ML estimator is asymptotially unbiased and fully eÆient.- T 1=2(b� � �0)! Nk(0; IA�1(�0)) (9)In pratie, �0 is unknown and an be replaed by b�. Beause IA(b�)an be diÆult to ompute, one an replae it by �H(b�; y)=T . Thisleads to b� � �0 ! Nk(0; (�H(b�; y))�1) (10)33



The variane-ovariane matrix an be omputed using several methods(see below).11.1.3 Numerial proedures- Iterative numerial proedure for �: �1, �2, . . . , �N suh that l(�; y) ismaximized when � = �N .- Stepsize: �i- Diretion: di- Iterative proedure for �: �i+1 = �i + �idi- Beause l(�i + �idi) = l(�i) + �is0(�i)di using a �rst order approximation,an immediate hoie for di is di = s(�i) (and �i > 0). More generally,one has di = Qis(�i), where Qi is a symmetri positive de�nite matrix.- Numerial proedures thus involve a hoie for �i and most importantly thespei�ation of di and Qi. Some examples for Qi: (1) Qi = I, steepestdesent; (2) Qi = �H�1i , Newton method; (3) Qi = (s(�i)s0(�i))�1,BHHH proedure.- Stop rule: the numerial proedure usually stops when a onvergenethreshold has been reahed, i.e. jl(�N ) � l(�N+1)j < �, where � isthe given threshold.- Variane-ovariane matrix of �: as indiated above, one an use V (�) =(�H(�N ))�1 or V (�) = (s(�N)s0(�N))�1 = (PTt=1 st(�N )st(�N )0)�1, wherest(�N) = �l(� = �N ; yt)=�� (BHHH method). Another possibility is toompute the QML variane-ovariane matrix.11.1.4 Gauss exampleThe following program provides an example of maximum likelihood estima-tion for the ordinary least squares problem studied earlier. The likelihoodis based on the normal distribution. As the maximum likelihood modulefeatures a whole range of estimation options, we also provide a brief desrip-tion of the most important global variables whih determine the outomeof the estimation proess. Further information an be found in the maxi-mum likelihood Referene manual and in the omments of the maxlik.srproedure.Remark: QML estimation is diretly available by seleting max CovPar=3.34



/* Maximum likelihood estimation */library maxlik;maxset;/* Simulation of the data */nobs=1000;beta=1 | -1 | 0.5 | -0.25;s=2;x=ones(nobs,1)~3*rndn(nobs,3);y=x*beta+s*rndn(nobs,1);/* Maximum likelihood estimation *//* Vetor of starting values */start_val=ones(5,1);/* Names of parameters** _max_ParNames - Kx1 harater vetor, parameter labels.*/_max_ParNames="BETA1" | "BETA2" | "BETA3" | "BETA4" | "S";/* Optimization algorithm** _max_Algorithm - salar, indiator for optimization method:** = 1, SD (steepest desent)** = 2, BFGS (Broyden, Flether, Goldfarb, Shanno)** = 3, DFP (Davidon, Flether, Powell)** = 4, NEWTON (Newton-Raphson)** = 5, BHHH** = 6, Polak-Ribiere Conjugate Gradient*/_max_Algorithm =5;/* Step length** _max_LineSearh - salar, indiator determining the line searh method.**** = 1, steplength = 1** = 2, STEPBT (default)** = 3, HALF** = 4, BRENT** = 5, BHHHSTEP**** Usually _max_Step = 2 will be best. If the optimization35



** bogs down try setting _max_Step = 1 or 3. _max_Step = 3** will generate slow iterations but faster onvergene and** _max_Step = 1 will generate fast iterations but slower** onvergene.*/_max_LineSearh =2;/* Method for omputing the variane-ovariane matrix at the end of the optimization** _max_CovPar - salar, type of ovariane matrix of parameters,** = 0, the inverse of the final information matrix from** the optimization is returned in ov (default).** = 1, the inverse of the seond derivatives is returned.**** = 2, the inverse of the ross-produt of the first** derivatives is returned.**** = 3, the hetereskedasti-onsistent ovariane matrix** is returned.*/_max_CovPar=0;/* Convergene riteria** _max_GradTol - salar, onvergene tolerane for gradient of estimated** oeffiients. Default = 1e-5. When this riterion has been** satisifed OPTMUM will exit the iterations.*/_max_GradTol =1e-5;{x,f,g,ov,retode}=maxlik(x~y,0,&loglik,start_val);all maxprt(x,f,g,ov,retode);pro loglik(theta,z);loal y,x,b,s;x=z[.,1:ols(z)-1℄;y=z[.,ols(z)℄;b=theta[1:ols(x)℄;s=theta[ols(x)+1℄;retp(-0.5*ln(s^2)-0.5*(y-x*b)^2/s^2);endp;See ml1.prg. 36



11.2 Time series and ARIMA modelsAutoregressive Integrated Moving Average models are quite popular and of-ten used in univariate time series analysis, espeially for the purpose of fore-asting. The general form of an ARIMA (p,1,q) ispXi=0 �i�xt�i = + qXi=1 �i"t�iwhere � is the �rst di�erene operator and " is a white noise. Assume wewant to analyze suh a model for a time series x whih we have already loadedin a T � 1 vetor x. The general library ontaining all proedures useful forunivariate time series analysis is arima.lg The top of the program shouldtherefore start withLibrary arima; /* ativates the library ARIMA */arimaset; /* reset the global variables to their default values */Assume now that you �rst want to ompute the sample autoorrelationfuntion of the �rst di�erened times series (i.e. onsider d = 1). For thispurpose you an simply use the ACF proedure whih is a one return proedureand an therefore be alled witha = ACF(x,lagmax,d);where x is the series, lagmax the maximum lag you want to onsider andd the degree of the di�erene operator. This single return proedure willgenerate a (lagmax�1) vetor ontaining the sample autoorrelation for lag1 to lagmax and all this vetor a.Consider now the estimation of the ARIMA(p,1,q) model and assumethat you �x p = q = 1. Maximum likelihood estimates are obtained using thearima proedure whih is a multiple return proedure that you an thereforeall by{oefs,e,ll,vb,ai} = arima(startv,y,p,d,q,onst);Between braes you �nd the returned matries: oefs are the MLE of theparameters (�i;�i;�i;): e is the vetor ontaining the �tted residuals, ll thevalue of the log-likelihood funtion, vb the estimated variane ovarianematrix and ai is the value of Akaike's information riterion.The arguments of the proedure are given on the r.h.s. between parenthe-ses: startv is a vetor of starting values. If set to 0, the proedure alulatethese automatially. y is the series analyzed, p,d,q are the order of the AR37



part, the order of di�erening and the order of the MA polynomial and onstspei�es if the model ontains a onstant or not. As it is often the ase withestimation proedures, you an hange the default values of some options bymodifying global variables. For example you an type_iterol = 250;whih will inrease the maximum number of iteration up to 250 (the defaultvalue of iterol is 100).12 LibrariesA Gauss library will serves as a sort of ditionary to the soure �les thatontain the de�nition of the symbol, or the proedure, et. The Gausslibrary is thus a text �le, the extension must be .lg.A library �le will ontains several left ushed �lenames with an exten-sion .sr (for soure), .de (for delaration) or .ext (external) and lo-ated in the SRC subdiretory (and/or the other subdiretory spei�ed inthe Gauss.fg under sr path). These are the �les where the symbols, pro-edures are de�ned, global variables delared for ompilation purposes andexternal delarations. After this left ushed �lename you must inlude thesymbols inluded and de�ned in these �les as well as their type (proedures,matries). The library �les are loated in the subdiretory LIB (spei�ed inthe Gauss.fg under lib path). Let us here look at parts (muh has beendeleted) of the Linear Regression library �le alled lr.lg:/* lr.lg - Linear Regression Library(C) Copyright 1992-1994 by Apteh Systems, In.All Rights Reserved. */lr.delregh : matrixlregres : matrix... (lines omitted)l2sls.srl2sls : pro 38



lreg.sr... (ontinues)Files with the .de extension are �les where you delare global variablesusing the DECLARE statement whih initializes global matries and string usedby proedures in a library system.5 It generates no exeutable ode and isonly for ompile time initialization. In this part two global matries aredelared. lregh is in fat a salar whose default value is 0. If, you set itto 1 by inluding in your program the line_lreg = 1then a heterosedasti-onsistent ovariane matrix estimator will be al-ulated. Similarly lregres is a string, a �le name to request so-alled inu-ene diagnostis. The statistis generated from the diagnostis will then besaved under the given �le name. Global variables are thus useful for optionsde�nition. Their defaults values are usually de�ned in a . . . set �le. In thisase, the default values of the global variables used in lr.lg are de�ned inlrset.sr (in the SRC subdiretory).Two lines below you �nd the left ushed �lename l2sls.sr whih is thesoure �le ontaining a proedure for Two Stages least Squares regressions.For Gauss to be able to look for the symbol within a given library,the latter must however be ativated. The ativation of given libraries issimply realized by inluding a LIBRARY statement at the top of the program.Example: by inluding the linelibrary lr; /* the .lg extension is not required */at the top of your program you will be able to use all the funtions, proe-dures,. . . that are de�ned in the �les that are part of the Linear RegressionLibrary.
5In ontrast to LOCAL variables, matries,. . . global variables are known with theirnames both within and outside the proedure. These are also the variables you mightwant to hange if you want hange the default options of the proedures (when theseoptions do exist). 39


